• Sub-canopy rovers enabled 3D characterization of thousands of hybrid maize plots. 14 • Machine learning produces heritable latent traits that describe plant architecture. 15
The cost to genotype a population of plants has become increasingly affordable since the advent of 38 next-generation sequencing, leaving the acquisition of high quality phenotypic data as a limiting step in 39 conducting genetic mapping studies and training genomic prediction models. Sensors and imaging 40 devices with the ability to capture terabytes of data, rather than providing a solution to the phenotyping 41 bottleneck, can compound the problem by producing hundreds or thousands of non-independent 42 phenotypes for downstream analysis or, at worst, producing massive data sets that are never used to their 43 full potential. Novel data acquisition methods require custom computational methods for extracting 44 interpretable, useful, and biologically relevant traits from this deluge of digital data. 45 The massive quantity of data produced by image-and sensor-based phenotyping methods has created 46 new challenges regarding data management and analysis (Omasa et al., 2007; Houle et al., 2010; 47 Minervini et al., 2015) . Many analysis methods for novel phenotyping methods are lab-oriented, site 48 specific, or cannot be directly applied to crops in situ (Araus et al., 2018) . To be useful, phenotypes 49 derived from new imaging and sensor methods need to be applicable in breeding programs or useful for 50 gaining biological insights (Cobb et al., 2013) . viewed with some skepticism by plant breeders, who prioritize flexible, affordable approaches to survey 54 large populations of germplasm in numerous growing environments (Araus et al., 2018 ). An ideal 55
phenotyping system should have high mobility/flexibility, high sensor capacity, be easily scaled up, and 56 be cheap (Figure 1 ). Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) and ground rovers meet most of those needs. 57
However, UAVs can be difficult to fly in poor weather (Yang et al., 2017) and are limited in their ability 58 to characterize plant architecture below and within the canopy, especially late in the growing season (Sun 59 et al., 2018) . Equipped with RGB cameras and LiDar, rovers can be inexpensive relative to existing 60 automated phenotyping systems, making them scalable and flexible enough to characterize large 61 populations in many locations. Because they are small enough to fit between conventionally planted rows 62 of maize, they can be used to characterize plant architecture from a perspective that is not accessible by 63 most existing phenotyping systems ( water-limited Setaria viridis plants from a biparental population to create and evaluate computer-86 generated traits that distinguish the two treatments based on characteristics learned from the images. 87
They used those traits for QTL mapping and were able to reproduce discovery of a QTL related to water 88 use (Ubbens et al., 2019) . In this study, we expand their definition to also include principal component 89 analysis (PCA), which provides a way to create latent phenotypes without building machine learning 90 models. We evaluate both PCA and a machine learning model called an autoencoder, both of which 91 generate Latent Space Phenotypes (LSPs) that, rather than distinguishing between treatments, distinguish 92 between different varieties of hybrid maize. 93
PCA is a method of dimensionality reduction that creates latent variables from linear combinations of 94 the original data. These latent variables, or principal components (PCs), are ordered, orthogonal to each 95 other, and greedy such that early PCs capture more variability than later PCs. By using PCA, an 8,192-96 dimensional image (64 pixels by 128 pixels), where many of the dimensions are correlated with each 97 other (e.g., adjacent pixels), can be compressed to a reduced-dimensional representation described by a 98 chosen number of independent PCs. As such, PCA serves as a way to both reduce dimensionality and 99 impose independence between variables. 100
Autoencoders are a type of unsupervised neural network that can be trained to learn a reduced 101 representation of their input (Rumelhart et al., 1986; Baldi, 2012) . Conceptually similar to various image 102 compression methods, this reduced representation can be used to reconstruct, with some loss of 103 information, the original input. The difference between the original input and the reconstructed version 104
can be used as a heuristic to train the network. Depending on their architecture, autoencoders can 105 produce results similar to PCA. By adding convolutional layers and non-linear activations to the 106 autoencoder, however, it can capture different relationships between image elements than PCA, which is 107 based entirely on linear combinations of pixel values. 108
One of the main challenges in producing LSPs from LiDar data is to extract signal while ignoring 109 noise. Data from each plot consists of hundreds of thousands of data points, and the data are inherently 110 noisy due to rover position and velocity during data acquisition, plant movement, and sensor error. Useful 111
LSPs will contain information about plant architecture and plot-level biomass distribution regardless of 112 rover position, wind speed and direction, or other factors that contribute noise. Because of this, the 113 objective of the autoencoder in this study is no longer to accurately recreate the input, but to recreate the 114 elements of the input that are relevant to plant biomass while excluding or 'ignoring' signal that comes 115 from unwanted sources of variability. 116
In this study, we evaluate both PCA and an autoencoder as methods to extract LSPs in an 117 unsupervised manner from in-field LiDar scans of hybrid maize plots. We calculate heritability for the 118
LSPs and compare them to phenotypes that are traditionally measured manually, showing that LSPs have 119 similar heritability to traditionally evaluated phenotypes. LSPs are then used as explanatory variables to 120 predict manually measured phenotypes, demonstrating that LSPs, though not directly interpretable, 121
contain information about plant architecture and biomass distribution. By demonstrating heritability and 122 relevance to plant architecture and biomass distribution, we show that LSPs are a useful tool with 123 applications to plant breeding and biology. 124
Materials & Methods 125
Germplasm and Manual Phenotyping 126
The field experiments used in this study were the 2018 Genomes to Fields NYH2 and NYH3 127
locations. Genomes to Fields is a multi-year, multi-location coordinated experiment that was planted at Furthermore, it has the capability to fit between rows in standard maize fields and can autonomously 150 follow rows using an embedded LiDar (Higuti et al., 2018) . 151 Data collection by the rovers took place after all lines had reached physiological maturity (flowering) 152 but before harvest. All data were collected on September 4th, 7th, 12th, 19th or 20th, 2018. Rovers were 153 driven along a single column of the field at a time, passing between the rows of two-row plots such that 154 the data recorded on both sides of the rover at any given time corresponded to the same hybrid and the 155 same plot. Data belonging to discrete plots within each column of the field were separated based on 156 manually recorded time stamps of the video feed from the side-facing cameras. Incomplete passes of the 157 field, and plots that were not driven through continuously, were manually removed from the dataset. The 158 cleaned dataset (including border plots; numbers in parentheses exclude border plots) consisted of 2,103 159
(1,972) discrete plot-level records from 1,153 (1,083) unique plots (many plots were driven through and 160 recorded more than once) representing 698 (697) unique hybrids. Border plots were included for the 161 process of calculating LSPs, because they contain useful data that can be used during PCA and 162 autoencoder training. They were not included in subsequent heritability calculations or predictions of 163 manually measured phenotypes. 164
Cleaning and Preprocessing LiDar Data 165
LiDar data for each plot were recorded every 25 milliseconds. Each time point was recorded as a 166
vector of distances at 1,080 discrete angles around the LiDar unit. These can be processed as a 2D matrix 167 with 1,080 rows and as many columns as time points within each plot, where each entry corresponds to a 168 measured distance. The distances and angles at which the measurements were taken can also be 169 converted from polar coordinates to cartesian coordinates for processing as a point cloud. Because the 170
Hokuyo UST-10LX is a planar lidar, the data recorded at any given time point correspond to a two 171 dimensional 'slice' within a plane perpendicular to the motion of the rover. A three dimensional 172
representation of each plot can be created by arranging the slices along a third dimension corresponding 173
to their timestamps as the rover drives through the plot ( Figure 2 ). 174 distance to the nearest object in a straight line, many data points correspond to plants in adjacent plots. 186 We removed any points outside the plot of interest by thresholding the absolute horizontal distance from 187 the rover according to Otsu's method (Otsu, 1979 197 Second, data points were binned along the length of the plot (represented by the time dimension; Figure  198 2) into 128x64 bins (vertical by lateral) and two dimensional density was calculated by average shifted 199
histogram (Scott, 2015 One of the primary goals of the autoencoder was to extract an encoded representation of each plot that 210
represents plant architecture and biomass distribution, while ignoring variability that is attributable to 211 differences in rover position, wind direction, or other factors that introduce noise. In some senses this 212 resembles the goals of denoising autoencoders, which can be trained to remove noise from images, but in 213 this case we did not know ahead of time which elements of the LiDar data constituted noise and which 214 constituted signal, nor did we know the distribution of noise in order to simulate it. Because many plots 215
were driven more than once by the rover, we were able to use those technical replications to identify 216
features of a density map that are persistent between technical replications, while ignoring those that are 217 variable due to noise. The autoencoder was constructed to take two plant surface density maps as input 218 images, representing repeated data collections on the same plot. Both technical replication images are 219 encoded separately, but their encodings are averaged before being decoded, in order to train the 220 autoencoder to identify a reduced representation that can be used to reconstruct both images. Figure 3 has 221 a schematic of the autoencoder model described below. 222 223 matrix is flattened and passed through a series of dense layers to produce the vector of 16 encoded values. 237
To decode, the encoded values are passed through a series of dense layers before being reshaped into a 238 32x16 image, which is subsequently convolved and upsampled to produce the output. L2 kernel 239
regularization was used in all convolutional layers except the last, as well as when creating the 16-value 240 encoded vector. The lambda value for all L2 regularizations was set to 0.01. 241
Of the 2,103 plot-level observations recorded, 1,386 were technical replications of 693 unique plots. 242
These technical replications were augmented by rotating and adding noise, then used to train the 243 autoencoder ( Figure 4) LSPs were evaluated based on two metrics: their heritability and how well they predict manually 262 measured phenotypes. If LSPs are heritable, it means there is genetic variation for these novel traits and 263 they can be effectively selected on in an applied breeding program. If they can be used to predict 264 manually measured phenotypes, it means the LSPs are not characterizing meaningless differences 265
between individuals but instead contain information about plant architecture and other biologically 266 important phenotypes. 267
Heritability was calculated by modelling manually measured phenotypes and LSPs as "#$ = + 268 " + # + ( ) $# + "#$ , where "#$ is the manual phenotype or LSP of genotype i in experiment j, in 269 block k; is the overall mean, " ∼ (0, 4 5 )is the random effect of the ith hybrid individual; # is the 270 effect of the jth experiment (NYH2 or NYH3); ( ) $# is the effect of block k nested in experiment j; and 271 LSPs were used to predict manually measured phenotypes by partial least squares regression (PLSR).
275
PLSR models were built using the plsr() function in the R (R Core Team, 2018) package 'pls' (Wehrens 276 and Mevik, 2007) with 10-fold cross validation by hybrid and five latent variables. For each manually 277 measured trait, separate predictions was performed using either the first 16 PCA LSPs or all autoencoder 278
LSPs. Accuracy of the PLSR predictions was measured as the Pearson's correlation between predicted 279 and manually measured phenotypes. 280 We also used PLSR to see how well non-architectural traits can be predicted from manually measured 281 architectural and biomass distribution traits alone. We used plant and ear height, total leaf number, ear 282 leaf number, stand count, stalk lodging, and root lodging as explanatory variables to predict days to 283 anthesis, days to silking, grain moisture, test weight, and plot weight using five latent variables and the 284 same 10-fold cross validation scheme as above. 285
Results and Discussion 286
Driving the rover through hybrid trials yielded 2,103 three-dimensional point cloud representations of 287 1,153 unique two-row plots containing 698 hybrid genotypes. Visual inspection of the point clouds 288 reveals that they capture individual plant architecture well (see Figure 2 for an example point cloud). 289
Previous to this study, there was some concern that because LiDar can only measure objects within "line 290 of sight" of the sensor, the mid to upper canopy would be poorly represented due to occlusion. Rather, 291 examination of individual plots revealed reconstruction of upper leaves and in some cases even tassels. 292
By overlaying the two rows of a plot and calculating the density along the rows of the plot, we produced a 293 two-dimensional "image" showing the distribution of plant surfaces for an average maize plant in that 294 plot (see Figure 2 for an example density map). LSPs extracted from those plant surface distribution 295 images by PCA or an autoencoder were evaluated for their heritability and whether they can be used to 296 predict manually measured phenotypes. 297
Latent Space Phenotype Heritability 298
We calculated the heritability of the LSPs in order to assess whether they are characterized by enough 299 genetic variation to be useful for biological studies or as selection metrics in breeding programs ( Figure  300 5). Heritability for manually measured phenotypes ranged from 0.26 (Stand Count) to 0.78 (Plant 301
Height). PCA-based LSPs had higher heritability in the earlier PCs, which decreased rapidly to near zero 302 after a dozen PCs. This pattern was expected because the earlier PCs capture greater amounts of 303 variability than later PCs. The first sixteen PCs ranged in heritability from 0 (PC9 and PC12) to 0.44 304 (PC2). The sixteen LSPs produced by the autoencoder method do not have a logical ordering, the way 305 that PCs do. In order to reference them they will be arbitrarily named ENC1 through ENC16. 306
Autoencoder-based LSPs ranged in heritability from 0.04 (ENC2) to 0.41 (ENC1). The high-end 307
heritabilities of the LSPs are comparable (±0.1) to many of the manually measured traits and high 308 enough to be effectively selected on in a breeding program. These heritability measurements are from a 309 relatively small sample (n=1,972) in a single environment, and are anticipated to rise as the rovers are 310 deployed in replicated field trials. 311 312 Figure 5 : Comparison of heritability for manually measured traits and latent space phenotypes (LSPs). 313
Manually measured traits (green) show a range of heritabilities. The higher-heritability LSPs (orange 314 and green) have heritabilities similar to mid-and low-heritability manually measured traits. Heritability 315 values are printed above the respective phenotype's bar. All heritability measurements are from hybrid 316 maize in a single environment. 317
Predicting manually measured traits with Latent Space Phenotypes 318
Although the LSPs are heritable, that alone does not mean that they contain useful information about 319 plant architecture. To determine whether the LSPs are capturing elements of biomass distribution and 320 plant architecture, we used PLSR to predict each manually measured trait with either the first 16 PCA-321 based or all autoencoder-based LSPs (Figure 6 ). Prediction accuracy with PCA-based LSPs ranged from 322 0.25 (stalk lodging) to 0.89 (plant height), whereas prediction accuracy with autoencoder-based LSPs 323 ranged from 0.24 (stalk lodging) to 0.85 (plant height). Similar prediction accuracies from autoencoder-324 based and PCA-based LSPs may be due to a limit in useful information contained in the plant surface 325 density images. However, PCA-based LSPs are more predictive of manually measured traits if all PCA-326 based LSPs (rather than the first 16 PCs) are used for prediction. It is unsurprising that plant height 327 showed the highest prediction accuracy, as it is straightforward to identify from the plant surface density 328
images. Other architectural and agronomic traits, such as stand count, lodging, and leaf counts, 329
demonstrated lower yet non-zero prediction accuracies. This could be for a few reasons: first, these traits 330 do not show themselves as clearly as plant height in the image of plant surface distribution that was used 331
as input for creating the LSPs; second, they are more difficult to measure manually and as such the 332 measured values may be inaccurate due to human error during counting. Some traits, such as lodging, 333
stand count, and all grain-related traits, were not yet fully determined when the rovers were driven 334 through the field. For example, lodging and stand counts were done several weeks after the rover data 335
were recorded, and may have changed in the intervening time. Generally, traits which were heritable and 336 already stable or determined when rover data was collected (e.g., flowering traits, plant and ear height) 337
had higher prediction accuracies from the LSPs than traits which had low heritability (e.g., leaf counts) or 338 may have continued to change in the weeks after rover data were collected (e.g., stand count) 339 (Supplemental Figure 1 ). As such, poor prediction accuracies may be due more to noisy manual 340 measurements than to lack of information captured by LSPs. 341
LSPs were also predictive of non-architectural traits (grain moisture, test weight, plot weight, and 342 flowering time) due to inherent correlations between them and agronomic or plant architectural traits. To 343 demonstrate this, we used height, stand count, lodging, and leaf count traits as the explanatory variables in 344 PLSR models to predict the non-architectural traits. The prediction accuracies of PLSR models trained on 345 architectural traits are similar to the prediction accuracies of PLSR models trained on LSPs, showing that 346 information about plant architecture is also indicative of non-architectural traits of agronomic importance 347 (Supplemental Figure 2) . Similarity in accuracy when predicting non-architectural traits with 348 architectural traits versus LSPs shows that LSPs are capturing a similar quantity of information about 349 plant architecture as the manually measured traits. 350
It should be noted that using LSPs to predict manually measured phenotypes is only meant to 351 demonstrate that the LSPs contain signal related to plant architecture and performance. Higher prediction 352 accuracy and better precision for such predictions can likely be achieved by creating algorithms or models 353 that predict such traits directly from the LiDar data. stalk and root lodging, and stand count), as well as non-architectural traits. Accuracy reported is the 360
Pearson's correlation between predicted values and manually measured values. 361
Advantages, disadvantages, and future prospects for rover-based phenotyping 362
By showing that LSPs are both heritable and contain information about plant architecture, we have 363 demonstrated that rover-based phenotyping and LSPs are promising for application to plant biology and 364 crop breeding efforts. Sub-canopy rovers can be made to operate semi-autonomously, reducing the 365 number of person-hours necessary to obtain quality phenotype data. The amount of time needed to 366 manually gather phenotype data on a large, field-grown population is a function of the number of traits 367 being recorded, the amount of time needed to measure and record each data point, the number of 368 individuals helping with data collection, and the number of plots to be measured. The amount of time 369
needed to measure a field by rover, on the other hand, is a function of the amount of time needed to drive 370 through each plot and the number of plots to be measured. Because the LiDar enables three-dimensional 371 reconstruction of each plot, all plant architectural information is recorded by default. The rover traverses 372 the field at a rate of approximately 10 seconds per 5.33m plot. At that rate it can evaluate 2,000 two-row 373 plots in less than 6 hours, easily achievable in a standard work day, and requires supervision by one 374
person. If, instead, the same single person were to measure and record phenotypes manually on the same 375 2,000 plots, more time would be needed. Assuming an experienced researcher can collect phenotypic 376
data at a rate of 20 seconds per plot, it would take between 11 and 12 hours to phenotype 2,000 plots. 377
This is twice as long as it takes to evaluate the field by rover, and results in only a single datapoint per 378
plot. If the researcher in this example is being paid $15 per hour, all of the rover traits presented here 379 could be phenotyped for a cost of $0.04 per plot (for the researcher supervising the rover), whereas 380 phenotyping a single trait manually would cost twice as much ($0.08) per plot. Considering the fact that 381
the rover records enough data in a single pass to produce dozens of traits, whereas the cost of manually 382 phenotyping scales linearly with the number of traits to be recorded, rover-based phenotyping quickly 383 becomes orders of magnitude cheaper than manual phenotyping. 384
To rephrase this comparison, rover-based phenotyping allows calculation of a several LSPs with 385 similar heritability to manually measured traits in the same amount of time needed to phenotype a single 386 manually measured trait. If the purpose of phenotyping is to identify candidate genes via genetic 387 mapping, rover-based phenotyping of LSPs could yield roughly a dozen times as many genetic mapping 388 targets as manual phenotyping for the same investment of time. With the increasing throughput of gene 389 editing technologies, screening such a large number of candidate genes may soon be a less daunting task 390 than it is today (Ramstein et al., 2019 Though rover-based phenotyping and LSPs show enormous promise for the fields of plant biology 396 and breeding, they do still face some drawbacks. First and foremost, LSPs are of no benefit if they are 397 not interpretable, useful, and applicable to biology or breeding. The results shown in this study provide 398 evidence that LSPs meet these requirements, but more work is needed to prove their utility. The ultimate 399 evidence will come with more data, when LSPs are used to identify candidate genes or as selection 400 criteria in a breeding program. Although rover-based phenotyping has an immense advantage over 401 manual phenotyping with regard to operating cost, it comes with the high up-front cost of purchasing the 402 rovers themselves. In addition to startup cost, rover-based phenotyping is subject to the same pitfall as 403 any other phenotyping system that records large quantities of information; methods need to be developed 404 to analyze and interpret the data. LSPs are a convenient way to extract meaningful phenotypes from large 405 quantities of complex and messy data. Scientists interested in faster or more accurate methods for 406 measuring standard traits, such as the manually measured traits in this study, still need to develop reliable 407 methods for doing so, which is a non-trivial task. 408
Though automated sub-canopy phenotyping comes with some challenges, the potential for benefit to 409 plant biology and plant breeding communities is immense and real. calculated, and they were used to predict manually measured phenotypes. 537
Figure 3: Diagram of autoencoder used for extracting Latent Space Phenotypes (LSPs). Many field plots 538
were driven by the rover more than once, producing technical replications of data collection in those 539 plots. Technical replications were used to train the autoencoder to identify signal that is persistent in 540 both images, while ignoring noise caused by rover position, wind, or other stochastic influences. Both 541 technical replications are put through identical encoding pipelines, where they are convolved twice and 542 put through two dense layers to produce a 16-dimensional encoding. Before decoding, the encoded 543
representations of the technical replicates are averaged. Decoding proceeds through two dense layers 544 and three convolutional layers before producing the output image. Loss was calculated as the mean 545 squared error between the two input images and the output. After model training, the input was changed 546 from two different technical replication images to duplicates of a single density map in order to produce 547 unique encodings for each uniquely acquired density map. 548 Figure 4 : Image augmentation for model training. Distinct field plots that were recorded more than once 549 represent technical replications. Because any two technical replications represent the same plot, they 550 should have the same encoded values. Hence, for any given plot in the training set, the two technical 551
replications were processed independently through the encoding portion of the network, but their 552 encoded values were averaged before being decoded into a single image representing the plot. Density 553 maps for training plots were replicated and augmented by random rotation and addition of noise. 554
Figure 5: Comparison of heritability for manually measured traits and latent space phenotypes (LSPs). 555
Manually measured traits (green) show a range of heritabilities. The higher-heritability LSPs (orange 556 and green) have heritabilities similar to mid-and low-heritability manually measured traits. Heritability 557 values are printed above the respective phenotype's bar. All heritability measurements are from hybrid 558 maize in a single environment. 559 stalk and root lodging, and stand count), as well as non-architectural traits. Accuracy reported is the 564 pearson correlation between predicted values and manually measured values. 565
Supplemental Material 567 568
Supplemental Figure 1 : Correspondence between trait heritability (H 2 ) and accuracy of predictions by 569 latent space phenotypes (LSPs). Generally, LSPs are able to predict traits that are highly heritable, 570
whereas LSPs have less predictive ability of traits with low heritability or that were measured weeks after 571 rover data was collected (e.g., stand counts, lodging). Dashed line represents a 1:1 relationship between 572 heritability and prediction accuracy. 573 574
